Automated Vulnerability Assessment for Web APIs Employing Response Data
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Abstract—In recent years, Web Application Programming Interfaces (Web APIs) have been extensively used in numerous web applications. However, the number of attacks exploiting Web API vulnerabilities has been rapidly increasing. The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) published guidelines known as the OWASP API Security Top 10 to mitigate the risks associated with these vulnerabilities. The guidelines identify the top 10 most critical security risks in Web APIs and provide remediation guidance to help developers. Although developers are required to address these vulnerabilities according to these guidelines, traditional vulnerability assessment tools may not perform adequately when used to assess Web API vulnerabilities. Manually addressing these is difficult because there are a large number of endpoints and parameters in Web APIs using traditional vulnerability assessment tools. To address this issue, we propose a method for automatically conducting Web API vulnerability assessments by utilizing references, requests, and responses for Web APIs. In the evaluation experiment, we showed that the proposed method can detect authorization-related vulnerabilities in the Web APIs of vulnerable testing environments and well-known Content Management Systems, such as Wordpress, Ghost CMS, and Joomla.
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